into practice, which, besides theory building, is the ultimate goal of educational intervention research. When the basics of the intervention are unclear, this could result in invalid implementation in the classroom. 2 We see an intervention as a-complex, multidimensional-construct, that must be defined at one hand and operationalised at the other hand. Reviewers must receive enough information to evaluate the construct and the way it is operationalised. Since most research journals are now published in digital format, with options to add digitalized information on the content and structure of the intervention, lack of space is no longer a valid argument for omitting accurate descriptions of interventions. The aim of this Volume is to present the design principles and their operationalisations of strategy instruction programmes analytically, since this category of instructions proved to be so effective (Graham & Perin, 2007) . Then this Volume would provide researchers and educational designers with the ingredients of the effective writing programmes. As a side product, we would like to design and illustrate a reporting system for interventions in writing research. In this chapter, we aim to explore such a reporting system for interventions in writing, illustrated with examples from the other chapters in this Volume. The exploration must result in a system that could be used in research papers on writing intervention research. Such an initial standard table for reporting writing research interventions might become part of author instructions.3 The restriction to just one category of writing interventions makes it possible to compare the design principles and the way they are operationalised in various interventions and educational cultures.
When we consider interventions as constructs, the parallel with the dependent variable in a research question is obvious. These constructs must be well chosen in line with the research question and theoretical framework presented. When one claims an effect of intervention x on writing skill y, then writing skill y must be defined, and operationalised. The same holds for x, the intervention or independent variable.
